The Loss
A game by
Patryk Stryjewski

The Preparation
What do you need to play?
2 players (man & woman)
1 director (You)
Baby Doll without eyes
Black Clothes for your Doll
5 candles
Black Coffin in infant size
Little room
90-120 minutes

How to begin?
If you don’t have a coffin you can
use black box, drawer, or whatever
in this type.
Put the coffin In the centre of the
room. Candles must be around it.
Light the candles. This should be
only light in a room.
Players can’t see the room, before
you let them in.

The baby is crying. They must hug it.
The baby is dead. They must give it
back. Now you invite them to the
room.

The dead
You say:
(baby name) died. She/he was born
sick, and did not survive even a week.
But those few days was a real hell
for you.
You spent all your time beside
incubator. At the beginning you had
hope. But now? Nothing, shit, zero!
You were naïve! Your (baby name)
died. Fucking died. You’ve been
waiting for her/him. You loved
her/him. And (baby name) died.

Theme

Tell them: You’re a couple. You’re
planning a child. You can’t wait.

The Loss is about mourning and
return to normal life. The game was
created to show that very
important loss can create us and
make us adult.

Tell her: You’re pregnant! Go tell
him!

Tragedy is a whole human
emotional life in a pill.

Give players the doll.

The parents
Players are the doll’s parents. Doll
represents a real baby.
They need to give their baby a name
(the sex is their choice). Now.
The baby is cold. They must dress it.

But it does not change anything. Life
ends with a loss. Parenthood ends
with a loss. This tragedy only
accelerates it. This is my
interpretation. You can find
different one.
Let the game begin.

The Game Rules
Basics
The Parents play five scenes.
Emotional background showed in
five stages of loss and grief.
The scenes are the chapters of
child’s life and child’s relationship
with parents.
Chapters, that will never happen.
Because child is dead.
Parents must remember:
- Their baby is dead
- We pretend that the baby is alive
Emotion roleplay: baby is dead.
Situation: Baby is alive.
Two simple rules.
Emotions must be desperate and
intense as in the case of death.
Parents can’t talk about babys
death.
When any parent uses a babys name
the scene is over. They have to know
that. This is only way to end the
scene.
When the scene is over, you must
blow out one candle.
When all candles are extinguished
the game is over.
The coffin and doll remind us that
the baby is dead.
Doll plays the baby. Dolls can’t
speak, so baby can’t answer. This
remind, that the baby is dead.

Scenes
How to start them?
Give your players the examples of
situations (handouts), and show
them emotions, that will be
dominant in the scene.
Director can use situation suggested
in handout or create new one.
Parents can play one or more
situations. They can play in different
locations, and as long, as they will.
In both – real and imagined world.
CHRONOLOGY
1. Stage: Denial and isolation
Situation: on the board
2. Stage: Anger
Situation: go to school
3. Stage: Bargaining
Situation: Rebellion
4. Stage: Depression
Situation: Boyfriend/Girlfriend
5. Stage: Acceptation
Situation: Move out
Give players the doll. They have to
put it in the coffin. Leave the room.
After the game You can talk about
it. Remember, players should talk
before you. Don’t imply them your
interpretation and feelings.

HANDOUTS

Denial and isolation
This isn’t true.
It can’t happened.
But if it does…
Such things happens.
To everyone…
Everyday…

Baby on the board
First steps and word
First dirty diaper
Sleepless nights
Fragility of the baby
first sickness

Right?

Anger

Go to the school

Oh God, why?
Why Us?
I hate You so much!
Why did You do this to us?
What have we done wrong?!

First bad grades
bad behavior
call from teacher
Child skip classes
child is bullied

Why?!

Bargaining
We should visit doctor
more often…
If only we care more…
We were able to change it.
It wasn’t fucking fate!
We could save our baby…

Rebellion
Drugs in pocket
“I hate You”
child run from home
bad company
tattoos/piercing

Depression

I miss You.
So much.

boyfriend/girlfriend
presentation
condoms in pocket
always with her/him
their first trip
breakup

Acceptance

Move out

I still love You.
I’m calm now.
This happened.
And I still cry sometimes.
But I let You go.

Today.
For ever.

We move forward.
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